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9Abstract The theory of instrumental genesis of Rabardel relates the social and the technical
10through the concept of instrument. An instrument is defined as a mixed entity made up by an
11artifact, the technical/material part, and a set of utilization schemes, the social/behavioural part,
12which both result from users’ constructive activities. This theory is not dedicated to learning
13contexts, but it can help illuminate many aspects of instrument-mediated collaborative learning
14situations and CSCL systems. In the first part of this article, the foundational concepts of
15Rabardel’s theory are summarized and discussed. Drawing from that perspective, the second
16part of the article stresses (1) the complexity of CSCL instrument geneses mainly due to their
17dual nature –with both teachers and learners involved in the process, and (2) the multifaceted
18mediating role CSCL systems can play during both task performance and resources elaboration
19activities. It is argued that the relative importance of teachers and learners during instrumental
20geneses is the essential discriminating characteristic of CSCL systems. In the resulting categories
21(“user-instrumentalizable systems” and “teacher-instrumentalizable systems” Q3), the degree to
22which systems support the constructive activities related to their own development is considered
23another important differentiating factor. The third part of the article aims at elaborating and
24illustrating with representative examples of CSCL systems that theory-based classification. The
25article concludes by suggesting a number of directions for further research in the field.

26Keywords Instrumental genesis . Mediating instrument . CSCL systems
27

28 Q4Introduction

29Many theoretical approaches are used to explain how learning can take place via social
30interaction over networked computers that mostly derive from constructivist and social cogni-
31tivist learning theories. Pierre Rabardel’s theory of instrumental genesis ( Q5Rabardel 1995a, b),
32which is rooted in activity and developmental theories, is not frequently used or mentioned in the
33CSCL field, despite its originality and power. It probably suffers from the fact that it has been
34mostly published in French and is now mainly developing in the fields of work psychology and
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35ergonomics. Rabardel’s approach can be used both at a macro level to analyze the global
36properties of any kind of instrument-mediated situation and at a micro level to analyze how
37actual users appropriate a given artifact for a particular purpose in a specific context.
38This article proposes a macroscopic analysis of instrument-mediated collaborative-
39learning situations and CSCL systems based on Rabardel’s approach. Such an instrumental
40perspective helps identify two essentially different classes of CSCL systems and suggest
41directions for further research.
42The structure of the article is the following. The second section summarizes the founda-
43tional elements of Rabardel’s theory that are: (1) a model of instrument-mediated activity
44situations, (2) a psychological definition of the concept of instrument as a mixed entity made
45up by an artifact (the technical/material part) and by the subject that uses it by applying
46utilization schemes (the social/behavioural part), (3) a description of instrumental genesis,
47i.e., how a subject elaborates his/her instrument, including an instrumentalization dimension,
48related to the artifact, and an instrumentation dimension, related to the utilization schemes.
49The theory is contrasted with the previous conceptualizations of mediation and appropriation
50and its interest for the educational field in general and the CSCL domain in particular is
51emphasized. The third section analyzes CSCL systems under the lens of the instrumental
52approach and discusses two main points: (1) the complexity of their instrumental genesis,
53and (2) their multifaceted mediating role during both task performance and resources
54elaboration activities. It is argued that the relative importance of teachers and learners during
55instrumental genesis is the essential discriminating characteristic of CSCL systems. The two
56resulting classes, termed “user-instrumentalizable systems” and “teacher-instrumentalizable
57systems,” are analyzed in the fourth section. The degree to which they mediate the con-
58structive activities related to their own development is considered another important differ-
59entiating factor. The fourth section aims at elaborating and illustrating that theory-based
60classification of CSCL systems. Representative examples of CSCL systems in each category
61are discussed. The article concludes by suggesting a number of issues for the different
62classes of CSCL systems, which should be considered for further research.

63An overview of Rabadel’s theory of instrumental genesis

64Pierre Rabardel is developing a theoretical framework for the analysis and conceptualization
65of activities with instruments. The starting point of his analysis is a criticism of techno-
66centric approaches that tend to reserve a residual place to human activity. In these
67approaches, spontaneous human initiatives are considered “to disrupt, or even damage, the
68operation of expert automates and machines” ( Q6Rabardel 1995a, b). Rabardel favors an
69anthropocentric approach in which humans occupy a central position and the place of
70technology is defined in relation to them. He proposes a conceptualization of the mediating
71instrument based on such an anthropocentric point of view. His research is grounded in
72constructivist epistemologies, primarily in activity theories, and more precisely on the
73Vygotskian concept of mediation and the Piagetian concept of scheme. These relations will
74be further discussed after the presentation of the theory, in the last subsection.

75A model of “instrument-mediated activity situations”

76An activity consists of acting upon an object in order to meet a goal. In most cases, the
77relationship between the subject and the object is not direct, but involves the mediation of an
78instrument. The “Instrument-mediated Activity Situation” model (IAS model), shown in
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79Fig. 1, brings out the multiplicity of relations between these three different poles: (1) the
80subject S (user, operator, worker, agent, learner, etc.), (2) the instrument I (tool, machine,
81system, utensil, product, etc.), and (3) the object O towards which the action, aided by the
82instrument, is directed (matter, reality, object of work, etc.) Beyond direct subject-object
83interactions (S-Od), three other forms of interaction must be considered: interactions between
84the subject and the instrument (S-I), interactions between the instrument and the target object
85(I-O), and chiefly subject-object interactions mediated by the instrument (S-Om).
86The “Collective Instrument-mediated Activity Situation” model (CIAS model), shown in
87Fig. 2, adds a fourth pole for describing the new situations linked to the emergence of
88instruments for collective work. In addition to the previously listed relation types between
89subjects, objects and instruments, the CIAS model includes interaction types between the
90subject and other subjects, either direct (S-OSd) or mediated (S-OSm).
91It is mainly with reference to the object that the instrument plays a role of mediation (S-Om).
92Rabardel distinguishes between two kinds of subject-object mediation. (1) The “epistemic
93mediation” is oriented toward the comprehension of the object, its properties and its evolutions
94resulting from the subject’s actions. For Rabardel, the microscope is a good example of an
95instrument organized around this first kind of mediation. (2) The “pragmatic mediation” is
96oriented toward the transformation of the object and the achievement of results. For Rabardel, the
97hammer is a good example of an instrument organized around this second kind of mediation.
98The interpersonal mediation between subjects (S-OS and S-OSm in the CIAS model)
99may also be epistemic or pragmatic in nature depending on whether it is a question of
100knowing others or acting upon them (Rabardel and Bourmaud 2003).
101In Rabardel and Samurçay (2001), the approach is widened for taking into account that
102the subject does not only relate to the object and to the others, but also relates to him/herself.
103The “reflexive mediation” (also called “heuristic mediation”), must be taken into consideration
104when the subject’s relation to him/herself (knowing, managing, and transforming) is mediated
105by the instrument. It would be represented by a subject-instrument-subject link (S-Sm) in both
106Figs. 1 and 2. Vygotsky has proposed the knot in a handkerchief as an example of instrument
107organized around the reflexive mediation, as it is destined to remind people to remember
108something.
109Every instrument is potentially a mediator for all these relations. This can be termed
110“multimediation”. However, as it will be shown later, one or other of the relations most of
111the time dominates.

Fig. 1 The tripolar IAS model
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112The instrument as a mixed entity

113Rabardel proposes a definition of the concept of instrument as a compound entity built up
114from an artifact (the technical/material part) and from the subject that uses it, by applying
115utilization schemes (the social/behavioural part). The term “artifact” may designate any
116collection of material and symbolic objects produced by the subject himself or by others. An
117artifact only becomes an instrument through the subject’s activity. For instance, two learners
118that use the same scientific calculator (artifact) may have different utilization schemes, and
119therefore different instruments. The term “utilization scheme” designates a cognitive struc-
120ture that describes an invariant organization of behavior for a given class of situations
121(Vergnaud 1998), including both technical and conceptual aspects. As they cannot be
122observed directly, analysts focus on more or less stable sequences of interactions between
123the user and the artifact with a particular goal, which constitute their observable counterparts.
124More precisely, Rabardel distinguishes three categories of utilization schemes. (1) Usage
125schemes are oriented “towards ‘secondary tasks’ corresponding to the specific actions and
126activities directly related to the artifact” ( Q7Rabardel 1995a, b). For example, in the case of a
127digital camera, usage schemes define how to use buttons, dials, and the menu system for
128interacting with the artifact (Folcher and Rabardel 2004). (2) Instrument-mediated action
129schemes “consist of wholes deriving their meaning from the global action which aims at
130operating transformations on the object of activity. They incorporate usage schemes as
131constituents and are related to ‘primary tasks’. They make up what Vygotsky called
132‘instrumental acts’, which, due to the introduction of the instrument, involve a restructuring
133of the activity directed towards the subject’s main goal” ( Q8Rabardel 1995a, b). In the case of a
134digital camera, instrument-mediated action schemes are related for example to composing
135the photo and shooting (Folcher and Rabardel 2004). Rabardel and Bourmaud (2003) give a

Fig. 2 The quadripolar
CIAS model
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136more realistic example related to a complex maintenance activity. A “reassignment scheme”
137describes how an organizer manages a request for an urgent intervention that implies the
138cancellation of an old assignment and a reassignment shortly afterwards. This action scheme
139constitutes an invariable structure with five successive steps. It is intimately associated to,
140and results from, the “activity table” artifact used by the organizers. The instrument for the
141reassignment situation is the mixed entity that associates the activity table artifact with the
142reassignment scheme. (3) Instrument-mediated collective activity schemes are associated
143with collective activities. They specify “the types of actions, the types of acceptable results,
144etc., when a group shares a same instrument or works with a same class of instruments. They
145also concern the coordination of individual actions and integration of their results as a
146contribution to the achievement of common goals” ( Q9Rabardel 1995a, b). For example,
147Cerratto (2005) studies collective activity schemes for integrating individual texts into a
148collective production during collaborative writing. Overdijk et al. (2008) describe the
149emergence of collective schemes as a progressive development over three stages: personal
150mastery (“corresponding to conscious, goal-directed actions oriented towards performing
151basic actions”), personal utilization (when “basic actions become non-conscious opera-
152tions”), and collective utilization (when learners “coordinate their interaction with the
153artifact towards the common object”). The transition from personal to collective utilization
154may require learners to explicate and negotiate divergent personal utilization rules.
155Utilization schemes can have a private and a social dimension. “The private dimension is
156specific to each individual. The social dimension comes from the fact that schemes develop
157in the course of a process in which the subject is not isolated” ( Q10Rabardel 1995a, b). Other
158users, as well as artifact designers, can contribute to the emergence of schemes. They “can be
159the object of more or less formalized transmissions and transfers”: information passed on
160from one user to another, training, different kinds of users’ support like classical instruction
161manuals, users’ guides and various other supports introduced or not in the artifact itself. The
162term “social utilization scheme” is used by Rabardel for emphasizing the social nature of
163some schemes. It should not be confused with the fact that some of the social utilization
164schemes are relative to collective activities (collective activity schemes).
165An analysis in terms of utilization schemes can reveal, at a micro level, how actual people
166appropriate and use instruments in a particular setting. A representative example can be
167found in Restrepo’s thesis (2008), which studies the dragging process in a dynamic geometry
168software in terms of both usage schemes (such as “dragging an object” or “distinguishing the
169different types of points”), and instrument-mediated action schemes (such as “dragging for
170validating a geometrical construction” or “verifying that two straight lines are perpendicular”).
171Restrepo’s work focuses on the elaboration of these schemes and the possible difficulties that
172students may encounter.

173Instrumental genesis - the development of instruments

174The appropriation and elaboration of an instrument, called “instrumental genesis,” is a non-
175trivial and time-consuming process that is influenced by the two dimensions of the instru-
176mental entity that are the artifact, with its potentialities and constraints, and the subject, with
177his/her knowledge and former working habits. Rabardel differentiates two sub-processes,
178artifact-oriented and subject-oriented, which jointly contribute to instrumental genesis. (1)
179The instrumentalization process concerns the emergence and evolution of the artifact side of
180the instrument: “selection, regrouping, production and institution of functions, deviations
181and catachreses, attribution of properties, transformation of the artifact (structure, functioning,
182etc.)” ( Q11Rabardel 1995a, b). “Catachresis” is the linguistic concept of using a word in place of
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183another that has been extended to the use of an artifact in another way than it has been designed
184for. Three levels of instrumentalization may be considered. First, an instrument is momentarily
185instrumentalized for a particular action and the specific circumstances under which that action
186occurs. It is the case, for example, when a wrench is used as a hammer. Second, the new
187function is more permanently linked to a class of situations. It is the case for example when a
188discussion forum is used as a synchronous meeting tool. The instrumentalization is lasting if not
189permanent. For these first two levels the artifact itself is not changed, but simply takes on new
190properties for a subject. Third, the artifact can be permanently modified in terms of its structure
191so as to perform a new function. It was the case in the previously evoked example (Rabardel and
192Bourmaud 2003) when the “activity table” document has been changed for better supporting the
193reassignment of operators with the creation of a specific area for noting down cancelled
194interventions not yet reassigned. There is a shift from the idea that a user’s knowledge guides
195the way the artifact is used and “shapes the artifact” in a weak sense to the idea of an actual
196transformation of the artifact structure and functioning. (2) The instrumentation process is
197relative to the emergence and evolution of the human side of the instrument, i.e., its utilization
198schemes: “their constitution, their functioning, their evolution by adaptation, combination,
199coordination, inclusion and reciprocal assimilation, the assimilation of new artifacts to already
200constituted schemes, etc.” ( Q12Rabardel 1995a, b).
201These two processes are distinguished by their orientation: the instrumentation process is
202directed toward the subject, whereas the instrumentalization process is directed toward the
203artifact component of the instrument. In the instrumentation process, the subject develops, while
204in the instrumentalization process, the artifact evolves. In other terms, subjects are intentionally
205engaged in activities of task performance, called “productive activities,” and simultaneously
206engaged in activities of elaborating resources, called “constructive activities”. Constructive
207activities concern “the development of the subject’s internal and external resources as a whole,
208i.e., instruments in terms of their psychological and material components” (Rabardel and
209Samurçay 2001). All previously mentioned forms of mediation (epistemic, pragmatic, reflexive
210and interpersonal) can occur within both productive and constructive activities.
211This developmental view of instruments has three important consequences. First, the study of
212an instrument is “the study not of an object, but of a process, the genesis of its significance to a
213particular user for a particular purpose” ( Q13White 2008). Second, it changes the way the design
214process is understood, as users become actors of the overall designmovement, though clearly in a
215different way from what Rabardel calls the “institutional designers”. A technical artifact is
216“merely a proposal” to the subject ( Q14Rabardel 1995a, b). Its design is continued in usage: the
217extrinsic and constituted functions and properties extend the intrinsic and constituting functions
218and properties. Instrumental genesis is thus part of an overall cyclic process whose actors are both
219institutional designers and users (see Fig. 3). Redesign is inspired by the constituted functions and
220the utilization schemes: the new design can either follow them or sometimes take a radically
221opposite direction (Galinier 1997). Third, the developmental view of instruments leads to the
222idea of building “instrumentalizable artifacts”. As highlighted by Q15Rabardel (1995a, b),
223“Contemporary artifacts seem to be evolving toward an inscription in their structure of
224functionalities facilitating their instrumental adaptation in line with the user’s needs or wishes”.
225This point is central to the discussion of CSCL systems that follows.

226Discussion

227This subsection relates Rabardel’s theory of instrumental genesis to the main theories on
228which it is based. Some influences that are less directly related to the purpose of the article
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229are not examined in detail. It is the case, for example, of participatory design approaches,
230which are discussed by Béguin (2003). The aim is to emphasize those concepts that expand
231and refine prior theoretical constructs and show the global relevance of the theory of
232instrumental genesis for the educational field in general and the CSCL domain in particular.
233A few recent works from researchers in the same school of thought who have extended
234Rabardel’s contribution to collective aspects of tool-use are also included in the discussion.
235Rabardel essentially adopts Vygotsky’s central concept of object-oriented, artifact-mediated
236activity ( Q16Vygotsky 1978). Rabardel argues that Vygotsky lays the ground for a general
237framework of a tool-use theory, but fails to develop one that considers the differences and
238similarities of various artifacts and the way they are used as means to mediate human activity.
239Vygotsky fundamentally distinguishes between two kinds of mediation and artifacts, namely
240mediation by “material tools,” and mediation by “psychological tools.” Material tools, like a
241hammer, are “externally oriented” and represent a means for the subject to act “on the material
242world”. Psychological tools, like language or other symbols, are “internally oriented” and
243represent a means for the subject to act “on his/her own psyche or that of others” ( Q17Rabardel
2441995a, b). For Rabardel, this distinction between material and psychological tools, and other
245possible categories like semiotic tools (Cuny 1981) or cognitive tools (Rogalski and Samurcay
2461993), is not pertinent, as the same tool can have different orientations. Rabardel (1999) aims at
247defining a general theory for all the different kinds of tools, regardless of their nature (symbolic,
248material, conceptual, internal or external) and their direction (external, self or others). In his
249approach, the different forms of mediation (epistemic, pragmatic, reflexive, and interpersonal)
250enables analyzing “the differences and similarities of all the different kinds of tools” (Kern
2512008). Such unified perspective is of great interest for analyzing and designing redundant
252collections of heterogeneous tools, which are quite frequent in the CSCL field.
253The concept of a utilization scheme that draws on Jean Piaget’s notion of scheme (Piaget
2541968) is of primary importance for investigating how people learn with tools. Piaget explains
255knowledge construction and learning by three elements: (1) schemes (the organization of
256information on how things work), (2) assimilation (integrating exterior elements into existing

Fig. 3 The overall cycle of
designing an artifact
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257schemes), and (3) accommodation (developing schemes in order to integrate the environment).
258Learning is the predisposition of an individual to adapt to his environment, which means
259establishing equilibrium between the schemes and the environment. Continuous interactions
260among existing schemes, assimilation, accommodation, and equilibrium create new learning
261(Kern 2008). In Rabardel’s view, utilization schemes include both domain-related conceptual
262knowledge and tool-use knowledge. For example, the development of a scheme for setting the
263viewing window in the graphing module of a symbolic calculator requires tool-use skills for
264setting the dimensions of the viewing window, but also related insights that through the window
265only a small part of an infinite plane can be displayed (Drijvers and Trouche 2008). During
266instrumentation, techniques for use and insights into concepts are intertwined and co-evolve in a
267close relationship (see Fig. 4). That makes Rabardel’s instrumental approach particularly well
268adapted for investigating the relation between tool use and learning and designing technology-
269rich learning practices.
270Even if Rabardel emphasizes individual and social dimensions in schemes, his approach
271is insufficient for explaining the dynamics between individual and collective aspects of tool-
272use (Kern 2008), which is central in the CSCL perspective. He only introduces the idea of a
273“shared functional zone” that allows exchanges and interactions about the functional value
274of socially constructed artifacts (Rabardel 1999). The work of Yves Clot, a French work
275psychologist who has often collaborated with Rabardel, complements well the theory of
276instrumental genesis in the collaborative direction. Clot transposes Bakthin’s concept of
277“speech genres” ( Q18Bakhtin 1986) into “activity genres” and uses the concepts of “genre” and
278“style” to conceptualize the dynamics between individual and collective activity. The genre
279groups collective elements while the style reflects individual elements of the activity. The
280genre is defined as “an open system of unwritten impersonal rules that define in a certain
281habitat the usage of objects and the exchange between subjects” (Clot 1999). It can be seen
282as a social memory, “a fabric of support incorporated as a resource” (Roger et al. 2007) and,
283therefore, as a basis for stability: routines and rules are “memorized” within genres. Genre is
284clearly related to Bourdieu’s notion of habitus ( Q19Bourdieu 1980), defined as the set of socially
285learnt dispositions, skills and ways of acting. At the same time, genres are also the source for
286change. The articulation between individual activity (style) and collective activity (genre)

Fig. 4 Rabardel’s concept
of instrument
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287can be understood in the following way. In collective activity each individual develops his
288own style. This style can be seen by the co-workers. “If it is convincing and effective” co-
289workers can imitate it (Lorino 2006). They can integrate this style in their activity, finally
290resulting in a variation of the genre. When creating a style, the individual must distance
291himself from the genre and transgress it. The subject has also to distance himself from his
292own history, his former styles, and to transgress those. Clot and Faïta observe that “at the
293crossing of these two lines creation is conflict” (Clot and Faïta 2000). Two opposite move-
294ments can be observed when creating a style: either it can lead to the development of the
295genre or the individual style is adapted to the genre: “activity is a permanent theatre of the
296movement between two opposite directions: stylization of genres and variation of oneself’
297(Clot and Faïta 2000). But if the agent does not master the genre he cannot elaborate
298different styles. Styles continually transform genres. Concerning the creation of styles it is
299crucial that the subject should have access to a repertory of variations of the genre or even a
300repertory of different genres. To look at a genre with the lens of another genre, being able to
301act in a genre with the resources of another genre is essential for the creation of styles (Clot
3021999). In terms of Rabardel’s theory, the concept of genre can be considered a shared artifact
303expressing a “social utilization scheme.” Instrumentation of a genre, through the complex
304processes of “stylistic innovation” described above, produces a style, which is an individual
305“utilization scheme”. A “collective activity scheme” is a specific kind of “social utilization
306scheme” that is relative to a collective activity. Table 1, adapted from (Kern 2008), summarizes
307the relationships between the concepts proposed by Vygotsky, Rabardel and Clot for dealing
308with the individual and social dimensions.

309An instrumental view of CSCL systems

310Analyzing CSCL systems in terms of the instrumental approach is not straightforward for
311three main reasons: complexity, duality, and group-orientation.

312Complexity In most cases, a CSCL system is a large collection of complementary and partly
313redundant instruments that Rabardel and Bourmaud (2003) call an “instrument system”.
314Several instruments can be associated with each service that is provided including, but not
315restricted to, interpersonal communication, collaborative knowledge building, collaborative
316process management, and awareness of what others are doing and thinking. Collaborative
317knowledge building is generally supported by shared workspaces that give access to various
318representational instruments such as texts, drawings, semi-formal or formal models.
319Working with these representational instruments enable learners to externalize their own
320knowledge and make it available to others. Ideas can be connected, reinterpreted, and
321expanded. Contradictions and opposing views may be revealed, discussed, and used for

Table 1Q20 The collective and the individual

t1:2 Author Tool Prescribed scheme by the collective Individual scheme

t1:3 Vygotsky Material or psychological tool Cultural-historical context Individual tool-use

t1:4 Rabardel Artifact Social utilization scheme
(including the concept of
collective activity scheme)

Utilization scheme

t1:5 Clot Task description Activity genre Activity style

Computer-Supported Collaborative Learning
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322constructing new knowledge. The complexity stems not only from the number of
323instruments, but also from the fact that each instrument can perform one or more
324functions anticipated by the designers as well as other functions developed by learner-
325users, and the fact that the choice of a given instrument among all those that share
326the same functional value depends on “the particular characteristics of situations”
327(Rabardel and Bourmaud 2003).

328Duality Like all educational tools, CSCL systems are instruments both for learner-users and
329teachers. This duality of influences increases the complexity and unpredictability of instru-
330mental genesis. For learners, tools strongly influence the way knowledge is constructed and
331the conceptualization processes, through their properties (constraints and potentialities). For
332teachers, tools can be considered “variables that can be acted upon for designing and
333controlling the pedagogical situations” (Rabardel 1995a). Q21Drijvers and Trouche (2008)
334analyze the instrumental genesis process for teachers: (1) “Teachers, when experimenting
335with resources in their classes, modify these resources, incorporating in them their own
336experiences. This is the instrumentalization side.” (2) “Resources, when implemented by
337teachers in their classes, contribute to modify their practices. This is the instrumentation
338side.”

339Group-orientation Unlike for most educational tools, in the case of CSCL artifacts a
340community of user-learners is involved. Rabardel’s approach has mainly considered instru-
341mental genesis at an individual level, where a subject selects the most familiar tool, in order
342to avoid the efforts required to learn a less familiar one (“economy principle”), and uses it,
343sometimes in unanticipated ways, for achieving the goals that are considered important
344(“search for efficiency principle”) ( Q22Docq and Daele 2001). The collective case has been
345conceptualized through the already evoked concepts of “genre” (Clot 1999), and through the
346concept of “use framework” (Flichy 1995), which corresponds to the construction “at one
347time and by a community of users of a social representation about the possible uses of a new
348tool.” These social representations “have to be negotiated between the community users so
349that everyone shares those representations” (Fazzini-Feneyrol 1995). The collective instru-
350mental genesis process is equivalent, at least for its instrumentation side, to the shared
351building of a “use framework”. This process “is oriented by the activity to achieve and not
352by the wish to use the tool in accordance to the instructions of use” ( Q23Docq and Daele 2001).

353Many issues arise from these considerations. This article specifically addresses two of
354them that can be stated as follows:

355(1) How the complex collective instrumental genesis process of CSCL systems is struc-
356tured and what are the respective contributions of teachers and learners?
357(2) To what extent a CSCL system can mediate its own collective development process?

358
359A multi-staged collective instrumental genesis process

360The development of CSCL instruments can be broadly conceptualized as emerging from
361dialectics between institutional designers, teachers and learners. In contrast to work situa-
362tions in the Computer-Supported Collaborative Work field, instrumented learning situations
363in the CSCL field are intentionally constructed for specific pedagogical purposes by design-
364ers and teachers. The initial design stage and the possible redesign stages of the artifact by its
365institutional designers are not discussed thoroughly here. The focus is on the core part of the
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366process when the CSCL artifact becomes an instrument for a specific learning situation. It is
367understood in this work as involving two different phases as shown in Fig. 5.
368During the “preparation phase” the CSCL artifact is customized by the teacher who
369prescribes its use, possibly with the help of educational and engineering technologists.
370Hakkarainen (2009) speaks of “shaping, adapting, and tailoring the artifact according to
371the local needs and requirements of activity”. The verb “customize” is used to designate any
372kind of technical change to the artifact. As explained previously, instrumentalization is a
373broader concept that includes also selection, regrouping, institution of functions, deviations
374and catachreses, attribution of properties, etc. This “preparation phase” is based on didactic
375and domain knowledge, together with contextual factors such as learners’ traits. It may be
376quite simple for elementary tools (e.g., description of a discussion topic and registration of
377the authorized users), or very complex for deeply customizable systems (e.g., parameterizing/
378selecting/integrating components, designing/coding/verifying enactable process models, speci-
379fying groups and assigning roles, etc.).
380During the “use phase” teachers, playing the role of tutors, and the community of learners
381collaborate through the instrument system. Instrumentalization can continue at the initiative
382of either learners or tutors, in parallel with instrumentation that “focuses on developing and
383cultivating personal and collective practices needed for productively using the artifact as an
384instrument in knowledge-building activity” (Hakkarainen 2009). A three-stage model of
385instrumentation in collaborative learning settings (Overdijk et al. 2008) has already been
386described in a previous subsection. Instrumentalization by learners can modify not only their
387personal parameters, but also the global functioning of the whole system. Thus, it should be
388a part of the overall collaborative activity. It should also match teachers’ didactic choices.
389Haspekian (2005) speaks of the “didactic accompaniment of instrumental genesis”.
390It is argued in what follows that the relative importance of teachers and learners during the
391instrumentalization process of the “use phase” is the essential discriminating characteristic of
392CSCL systems.

393The multifaceted mediating role of CSCL systems

394At a very abstract level, Rabardel (2000) has characterized any educational setting by the
395following properties. (1) Teacher and learners are the subjects; (2) The instrument-mediated
396activity is oriented towards knowledge and competencies that learners need to develop; (3)
397The learning instrument mediates subject to subject relations, subject to object relations
398(epistemic and pragmatic forms of mediation), and the reflexive relations from each subject

Fig. 5 Genesis of a CSCL instrument
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399(teacher or learner) to him/herself, as depicted in Fig. 6. This subsection characterizes, at a
400greater level of detail, instrumental mediations that take place during the two above-defined
401“preparation phase” and “use phase”.
402During the “preparation phase” teachers and technologists are the subjects. The
403instrument-mediated activity is oriented towards the initial instrumentalization of the
404CSCL artifact by the subjects in accordance with didactic and domain knowledge (target
405knowledge and competencies, collaborative task to be performed, roles and interaction rules,
406etc.). Learners are not directly involved in that phase. They will participate in the instrumen-
407talization process later, during the “use phase,” as discussed in the next subsection. In theory,
408the instrument system should mediate all the relationships shown in Fig. 7. (1) At the
409epistemic level, for accessing didactic knowledge (e.g., process models describing how
410collaborative learning processes may be organized, repository of components and associated
411usage scenarios) and domain knowledge (e.g., domain ontologies). (2) At the pragmatic
412level, for performing CSCL artifact customization. (3) At the interpersonal level, for
413supporting interactions between teachers and technologists. (4) At the reflexive level, for
414reflecting on the way the system has been actually used by different groups of learners in
415different configurations, for example, through post-mortem analysis of previous collabora-
416tive learning sessions. In practice, most of these activities can be detached from the CSCL
417system, with the obvious exception of those directly related to the system customization. An
418interesting research direction is to design a dedicated web environment that provides high-
419value services to a virtual community of practice (Wenger 1998) for all the other activities,
420such as the collaborative design of learning situations, the selection of the most appropriate
421instruments for a given situation, the evaluation and improvement of instruments on the
422basis of experience reports from teachers –see the “reuse path” in Fig. 5, etc. (e.g., Guin et al.
4232008; Q24Lonchamp 2007a, b, c).
424The dissemination of ideas among a larger community of interest could also be supported
425by such a dedicated web environment. It is thought to be used by a wide and geographically
426distributed audience that collaborates asynchronously for a long period of time. On the

Fig. 6 Instrumental mediations
in the educational field
(Rabardel 2000)
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427opposite, system customization is performed by a few people who collaborate synchronously
428during a short period of time, or even by a single person.
429During the “use phase,” learners, peers, and tutors are the subjects. The instrument-mediated
430activity is oriented towards the collaborative development of knowledge and competencies and
431the continuation of instrumental genesis. The instrument system should mediate all the relation-
432ships shown in Fig. 8. (1) At the epistemic level, for understanding the situation (shared
433knowledge objects, collaborative knowledge building process, etc.). CSCL puts a specific
434emphasis on instruments for flexible linking of all information related to knowledge objects,
435processes, and people. (2) At the pragmatic level, for performing learning activities (building
436and organizing knowledge objects, managing the collaborative process, etc.) and continuing
437instrumental genesis. This last point, which implies that CSCL systems can mediate their own
438instrumentalization during the “use phase” is important and will be explored with more detail
439later. (3) At the interpersonal level, for managing social relations and linking people. (4) At the
440reflexive level, for reflecting on learning and tutoring processes.
441Artigue (2002) suggests that epistemic mediation dominates in the case of educational
442instruments while pragmatic mediation is central for instruments in the workplace. The

Fig. 7 Instrumental mediations
during the “preparation phase”

Fig. 8 Instrumental mediations
during the “use phase”
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443review in the next section reveals a more complex picture for CSCL systems that either
444support all forms of mediation or privilege one form over the others. Instrumentalization
445during the “use phase,” also called “dynamic instrumentalization” in this work, is a complex
446process that can go through different stages: discovery and selection of the more relevant
447functions, institution of new functions, and transformation of the artifact sometimes in
448directions unplanned by the designer. According to Q25Rabardel (1995a, b), the first solution
449to support dynamic instrumentalization is to design flexible systems that users can adapt, by
450selection or transformation, to their needs while they use them. It is possible as “contempo-
451rary systems are perhaps, more so than those born of traditional technologies, unfinished in a
452sense and thus open to a range of possibilities in terms of functionalities”. Changing the
453constraints that the system enforces during its usage may require more or less complex
454techniques supported by specific “functionalities facilitating the instrumental adaptation”
455( Q26Rabardel 1995a, b). The next section will analyze how this is currently implemented in
456CSCL systems. Beyond technical aspects, dynamic instrumentalization is also difficult
457because the nature of the potential modifications may be hard to envisage (Béguin and
458Rabardel 2000): subjects must have a clear vision of the task to accomplish and a deep
459understanding of the system, its usage, and the way it works. This could be difficult to
460achieve for most teachers, who should be on the look-out for the constituted functions and
461new practices of learners. The second way to support dynamic instrumentalization is to
462alternate formal design phases and utilization phases ( Q27Rabardel 1995a, b). It is only possible
463if institutional designers are aware of the actual operating modes used by the subjects.
464Instruments that aim at supporting the community of practice, previously evoked, could be
465the right place for direct and indirect communication between users and institutional designers,
466for instance, by means of experience reports and trace analysis—see the “redesign path” in
467Fig. 5. In the particular case of open source CSCL systems, the term “institutional designer”
468may refer to all interested developers around the world. Jones et al. (2006) reach similar
469conclusions when they characterize (1) “a flexible approach to design in which designed
470artifacts are thought of as shells, plastic forms that incline users to some uses in particular but
471are available to be taken up in a variety of ways and for which the enactment of preferred forms
472depends upon the relationships developed in relation to learning” and (2) user-centered design
473approaches “where designers and users collaborate closely in the design process.”

474Learner- versus teacher-instrumentalizable systems

475Rabardel’s theory emphasizes the importance of instrumental genesis as a two-way process.
476There is dialectic between the subject acting on his/her personal instrument (instrumentaliza-
477tion) and the instrument acting on the subject’s thinking (instrumentation). In the case of CSCL
478systems, the process is highly complex due to its dual (teacher/learner) and collective nature
479(community of learners). Two radically different conceptions can be clearly distinguished in the
480CSCL domain. (1) In the first conception, instrumentalization by learners during the “use
481phase” is considered a fundamental ingredient of collaborative learning directed to competen-
482cies and meta-skills development. In general, this view is implemented by large instrument
483systems (learning spaces) that aim primarily at opening a wide range of possibilities. Learners
484collectively select the instruments (into the “range of possibilities” evoked by Rabardel) and
485practices, which are the most adapted to the complex problem they deal with during sustained
486asynchronous collaborative learning processes. In other terms, they build their own contingent
487“places” from general “spaces” (Harrison and Dourish 1996). In the following, systems in this
488first category are called “learner-instrumentalizable systems”. (2) For the second conception,
489instrumentalization by teachers dominates, both during the “preparation phase” for adapting the
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490system to the learning situation they define, and during the “use phase” for reacting to the
491contextual characteristics that differentiate each learning context from the others. Systems in that
492second category, called “teacher-instrumentalizable systems,” generally enforce a predefined
493way of learning that learners are expected to follow and internalize. They mainly support short-
494term synchronous processes during which learners are constrained and guided (“scaffolded”) by
495the customized instruments.
496That distinction can be related to the classical dichotomy between (1) technology as
497predefined “embodied structures” that determine the use, and (2) “emergent structures” (or
498“enacted structures”) that are constituted in the actual use (Orlikowski 2000;Widjaja and Balbo
4992006). In the case of “teacher-instrumentalizable systems,” designers and teachers define the
500embodied structures which are appropriated by users during their use of the technology. The
501interest of the previous analysis of instrumental genesis of CSCL systems is to make explicit by
502whom and when these embodied structures are defined. This work highlights the tendency to
503complement the work of institutional designers during the initial design phase by additional
504contributions from the teachers during the preparation phase and more and more noticeable
505contributions from teachers during the use phase. In the case of “learner-instrumentalizable
506systems,” structures emerge during the “use phase” through learners’ activity.
507The next section gives an overview of recent developments in the two categories of
508systems and specifically addresses the question about the degree to which they can mediate
509their own instrumentalization.

510A classification of CSCL systems

511Learner-instrumentalizable systems

512Learner-instrumentalizable systems offer a wide range of possibilities through a set of
513complementary and possibly redundant instruments. The group of learners is encouraged
514to perform the kind of instrumental adaptation they feel useful during the “use phase” for
515reaching their common goal. Adaptation is mainly performed by selecting progressively the
516most relevant instruments and self-elaborating their collaborative practices. Instruments and
517practices are interdependent and both evolve in the course of social activity. Collective
518instrumental adaptation is considered a central element of the learning process. Beyond
519domain-related knowledge, learners will also develop meta-level skills for working together
520and self-organizing. “The end results of inquiry processes are not only the artifacts, but also
521the transformed personal and collective practices” (Hakkarainen 2009). Meaningful adapta-
522tion by learners takes time to develop. This kind of approach requires both a complex and
523preferably authentic problem to grasp, and a sustained effort that generally lasts weeks or
524months, with users contributing from time to time in an asynchronous way.
525The Knowledge Practices Environment (KPE) is a recently-developed representative
526example of learner-instrumentalizable system (Lakkala et al. 2009). Its underlying approach
527is “trialogical learning.” According to Dondi et al. (2011), learning is trialogical if (1) it is
528learner-centred, (2) it involves a community of learners, (3) it is long-term work on open-
529ended “real-life” tasks, (4) it is centred around the creation of reusable artefacts that enhance
530the knowledge of the whole group, (5) the process of collaborative knowledge-creation is
531made explicit, (6) it is supported by technology. KPE is described by its designers as a web-
532based application “which is designed to provide specific affordances for joint development
533of concrete epistemic objects, as well as for planning, organizing and reflecting on related
534tasks and user networks.WithKPE, users are able to build collaborative environments by creating
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535and configuring the means, as opposed to operating in predefined structures, of the common
536practice.” This predominant role of learners does not mean that teachers do not play an important
537role: as a “learner facilitator” teachers may, among other things, facilitate emerging knowledge
538creation processes, help learners explicate their tacit knowledge, ensure their knowledge artifacts
539are created for re-use, and foster boundary crossing collaboration (Dondi et al. 2011).
540KPE is a large collection of partly redundant instruments that support all forms of media-
541tions. Learners can select and combine them for building their own “place” from a general
542“space,” in order to reach their common objectives. Table 2 relates the most important instru-
543ments in KPE with the dominant mediation they can be associated with.
544Synergeia (Stahl 2004) and FLE3 (Leinonen et al. 2003) are two precursors of KPE that
545also offer a set of complementary and possibly redundant instruments (such as threaded
546discussions, thinking types, concept mapping, or document sharing). Learners can select and
547appropriate them for self-elaborating their collaborative knowledge construction practices.
548However, as a difference from KPE, they include a few elements that aim at constraining
549learners’ actions and interactions, which are defined by teachers. These elements could blur
550the distinction between learner-instrumentalizable systems and teacher-instrumentalizable
551systems. But, they have a limited scope, and learners’ self-organization remains the funda-
552mental rule. In Synergeia, when a new knowledge building area is created (during the
553“preparation phase”), the teacher can select which set of “thinking type” categories will be
554used: “knowledge building,” “scientific theory,” “negotiation,” “debate,” “discussion” or
555“brainstorming.” In FLE3, similar “knowledge type sets” are fully editable by teachers and it
556is possible to export and import them from one FLE3 to another. Default sets, such as
557“progressive inquiry” and “design thinking,” are provided. KPE takes a different direction
558following Web 2.0 principles. Instead of locking down taxonomies, a tagging system allows
559a folksonomy to emerge from the idiosyncratic choices of learners during the “use phase.”
560This reflects both (1) the evolution from user-contributed content to user-contributed
561metadata, through annotations, tags, bookmarks or ratings, and (2) the technical evolution
562of user-contributed “place structuring” from “heavy tools” to small pluggable components.

563Teacher-instrumentalizable systems

564The initial design of a teacher-instrumentalizable system promotes a certain way of learning.
565This way of learning is supposed to be efficient and learners are expected to internalize its
566rules. For achieving the desired internalization process, learners are scaffolded and strongly

t2:1 Table 2 KPE system of instruments

t2:2 Interpersonal mediation Object-bound chat, object-bound forum, meeting management,
user/group/role/competencies management…

t2:3 Epistemic mediation Shared working spaces with visual arrangement in different views
(content view, tailored views, process view, community view),
personal working spaces, linking tool, semantic tagging,
ontology management, metadata management, semantic search
and filtering, free-text search, data import–export …

t2:4 Pragmatic mediation Note editor, sketch pad, visual model editor, versioning tool,
upload tool, wiki, commenting tool …

t2:5 Reflexive mediation Reflection on individual’s work (to-do list) and collective work
(GANTT chart), real-time awareness, history-based awareness …
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567discouraged from performing opportunistic adaptations. Instrumentalization mainly stays
568under the control of teachers. During the “preparation phase,” the teacher customizes the
569artifact for defining the specific learning situation and how learners will be supported and
570scaffolded. During the “use phase,” instrumentalization is a way for the tutor to adapt the
571artifact-embodied structures (scaffolds) to the actual learning process. Most systems in
572that category support short-lived synchronous learning sessions, lasting less than a few
573hours.
574Teacher-instrumentalizable systems are much more diverse than learner-instrumentalizable
575systems, because there exists a large variety of embodied structures that can be instrumentalized
576by teachers. For further analyzing and classifying these systems, the instrumental approach
577leads, as suggested by Kern (2008), to consider the primacy of one particular form of mediation
578(interpersonal, epistemic, pragmatic, or reflexive) over the others or their well-balanced coex-
579istence (“multimediation”) as meaningful criteria. Such a classification allows characterizing
580and analyzing the specific embodied structures associated with each form of mediation. In each
581resulting subcategory, the degree to which systems support their own instrumentalization is
582specifically addressed.

583a) Interpersonal mediation primacy
584Systems in the first category primarily support the social construction of knowledge
585through peer group discussion. Instrumentalization by teachers may concern several
586aspects of these interpersonal exchanges such as the channels, messages, and protocols.
587A majority of these systems includes a single or a small set of communication tools
588adapted to a given task that cannot be deeply customized. For example, VMT Chat,
589which is based on ConcertChat (Mühlpfordt and Wessner 2005), is designed to support
590collaborative mathematical problem solving through the integration of a textual com-
591munication space (chat tool) and a graphical task space (shared whiteboard). The
592whiteboard allows learners to draw graphical representations of mathematical issues
593and the posting of ideas and equations in text boxes that remain on-screen while chat
594postings scroll away. For better integrating the two spaces, the system also includes a
595graphical referencing tool as well as social awareness and history features. VMT chat
596has been used in particular for investigating, on the instrumentation side, utilization
597schemes that learners elaborate for distributing and coordinating their actions over both
598spaces during mathematical problem solving tasks ( Q28Cakir et al. 2009).
599Some systems provide hard-coded mechanisms for scaffolding interactions among
600learners: predefined sentence openers or speech acts, like for example in BetterBlether
601(Robertson et al. 1998), and less frequently, predefined interaction protocols, including
602role types, message types, and message sequencing rules (Pfister and Mühlpfordt
6032002).
604When instrumentalization by teachers is supported, it generally means that they
605can modify and sometimes dynamically adapt the ontology of speech acts or
606dialog acts, like in ACT (Gogoulou et al. 2005). At a higher level of complexity,
607a few systems support teacher-defined interaction protocols definition and enact-
608ment (Whitehead and Stotts 2000; Lonchamp 2005).
609b) Epistemic mediation primacy
610Systems in the second category mainly support the social construction of knowledge
611through the mediation of diverse knowledge artifacts. Instrumentalization by teachers
612may affect the formalism in which the knowledge is expressed and the way artifacts are
613shared and constructed by learners.
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614For example, Synergo (Avouris et al. 2004) and its predecessor ModellingSpace
615(Avouris et al. 2004a) support synchronous collaborative building of knowledge repre-
616sentations by small groups of students. They propose a shared graphical workspace,
617used as persistent representation of a problem space, and a chat tool, which plays a
618supportive role in discussing and disambiguating activities in the workspace. Sticky
619notes may be used instead of chat messages for commenting and designating specific
620elements in the workspace. A coordination mechanism (token-passing floor control
621mechanism at the workspace level) can suppress the problem of tracking simultaneous
622actions, as a single learner holds the floor and can contribute at each moment.
623Interaction analysis indicators can be displayed for facilitating learners’ self-regulation
624(Margaritis et al. 2006). Synergo and ModellingSpace mainly differ in the way they
625support instrumentalization, with predefined knowledge artifacts (like flowcharts,
626entity-relationship diagrams, concept maps, or data flow diagrams) in Synergo, and
627teacher-defined quantitative and semi quantitative models in ModellingSpace. Similarly,
628Digalo exemplifies the large class of systems in which the graphical workspace mediates
629the construction of a discourse structure (Lotan-Kochan 2006). Using Digalo consists of
630synchronously co-creating argumentative maps built of written notes inside different cards
631(represented by several geometrical shapes), as well as using different arrows to represent
632various types of connections between the cards or contributions. These “cards” and
633“arrows” represent the ontology or “grammar” of the discussion, which can be customized
634by teachers. The ontology constrains, but also facilitates, the discourse by guiding learners
635to use specific speech acts (or argumentative moves). Digalo can also be customized with
636different policies regarding floor control (“free for all” and “turn taking”).
637FreeStyler, which is an extension of Cool Modes (Pinkwart 2005), supports more
638complex instrumentalization processes by teachers. It is a collaborative modelling tool
639that combines different visual languages with handwritten input. Pages are used to
640structure a document and each page consists of layers in order to stratify different levels
641of input (e.g., graphical elements and handwriting). Pages can remain private (for preparing
642complex contributions) or be shared with other participants. The “plug-in” and “reference
643frame” concepts of Cool Modes allow for flexibly exchanging and extending the available
644visual languages. Teachers with programming skills can even define, from scratch, new
645visual languages with animation capabilities.
646c) Pragmatic mediation primacy
647Systems in the third category chiefly support the social construction of knowledge
648through problem-solving processes. Unlike with learner-instrumentalizable systems, learn-
649ers are constrained to follow a specific process and cannot self-organize. The problem-
650solving tasks are more focused and short-lived. Instrumentalization by teachers may affect
651the process structure (task definition, task sequencing, resource attribution…) and the way
652learners are associated with different tasks, roles, and groups. The process is either
653predefined and hard-coded in the system, or explicitly specified by teachers through
654process models, often called “macro-scripts”. These models are defined during the “prepa-
655ration phase” and can, possibly, be changed on the fly, during the “use phase,” for taking into
656account various unforeseen events. They are enacted by script engines which scaffold
657participants in carrying out their collaborative activities.
658Non-customizable systems follow hard-coded scripts. For example, the ManyScripts
659web-based environment (Dillenbourg and Hong 2008) offers a set of predefined scripts.
660Adaptations are restricted to the association of specific learning materials by the teacher to a
661predefined script.
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662At the intermediate level of instrumentalization support, script-sensitive systems pro-
663vide teachers with tools for designing, coding, and enacting macro scripts (Tchounikine
6642008). At the coding level, some approaches rely on ad hoc scripting languages (e.g.,
665Ronen et al. 2006; LAMS 2010). Others are built around the IMS Learning Design (LD)
666standard (Bote-Lorenzo et al. 2004; CopperCore 2010) or specific extensions to this
667standard (Turani and Calvo 2006). S-COL (Wecker et al. 2010) follows an original approach
668by implementing scripts and scaffolds at the level of the browser plug-in, allowing their
669transfer between different learning platforms. At the script design level, authoring tools such
670as MoCoLADe (Harrer and Malzahn 2006) allow teachers to manipulate graphical repre-
671sentations instead of the low-level IMS LD notation and to interactively simulate script
672execution. With Web Collage ( Q29Villasclaras-Fernandez 2010) teachers can reuse
673“Collaborative Flow Learning Patterns” (CFLPs), which specify classical collaborative
674learning techniques like “Jigsaw”, “Pyramid”, or “Think pair share” (Hernandes-Leo et
675al. 2006), and assessment patterns (Villasclaras-Fernandez et al. 2009).
676At the highest level of instrumentalization support, a few systems support instrumen-
677talization by teachers also during the “use phase.” For example, CeLS controls how
678artifacts flow among the stages of a script and how they are offered for interaction to each
679group of learners. During script enactment, teachers can change stages and data flows, as
680well as social structures that define learners’ grouping (Ronen and Kohen-Vacs 2009).
681d) Reflexive mediation primacy
682Systems in that fourth category assist users in improving their contribution to the
683collaborative knowledge construction activity. This goal can be achieved through a
684three steps process distributed over the subjects and the system: making relevant
685properties visible, reflecting on them for characterizing problems, and devising remedial
686solutions. Such reflexive mediation that could probably be better termed “reflective
687mediation,” as proposed in Lakkala et al. (2009), is always associated with one or
688several other forms of mediation, through which social construction of knowledge takes
689place. Many CSCL systems that Jermann calls “mirroring tools” (Jermann et al. 2001),
690collect and display awareness indicators about the other participants, their actions, the
691artifacts they share, and so forth. A few systems that Jermann calls “metacognitive
692tools,” display information about what the ideal values might be in addition to the
693current state of the indicators. With that help, learners and teachers can more easily
694diagnose the situation and decide what actions to take. Finally, some “guiding systems”
695automate all the regulation process by proposing remedial actions.
696Most implementations are hard-coded and instrumentalization by teachers is generally
697restricted to the selection of the most relevant indicators. However, in a few cases teachers
698are provided with more advanced facilities for instrumentalizing reflexive mechanisms.
699For example, teachers can specify in a declarative way task-specific collaboration indica-
700tors directed to learners for self-assessment and regulation, and to tutors for coaching
701support (Lonchamp 2008). In another example, teachers can provide the ideal solution to a
702design problem for directing an automated advisory tool that provides both task-based and
703collaboration-based feedback (Baghaei and Mitrovic 2005).
704e) Multimediation
705Systems in that last category achieve a well-balanced coexistence of all mediation
706forms. Co-Lab (van Joolingen et al. 2005) is a representative example of a first category
707of “multi-mediators”, which provides a predefined collection of highly specialized tools.
708Co-Lab is an integrated tool suite for inquiry learning, designed for learning in the
709natural sciences at the upper secondary level and the first years in university. Content is
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710available for four domains: water management, greenhouse effect, mechanics and elec-
711tricity. Table 3 summarizes the most important instruments with the dominant mediation
712they can be associated with. In Co-Lab, customization is only supported at the layout level
713through a setup tool. Deeper customization requires integrating new tools into the java-
714based implementation.
715“Multimediators” that provide higher level instrumentalization support move the script-
716ing approach into new directions. A first example is CoFFEE (De Chiara et al. 2007), a
717tailorable open-source environment that is designed for co-located problem-solving activities
718in the classroom. A collaborative script in CoFFEE consists of a sequence of steps, either
719“classroom steps” (for the whole class) or “group steps” (when the class is divided into
720subgroups). Several services can be enabled and customized differently for the different
721groups. A service is a tool with a specific configuration that modifies some of its function-
722alities. The main tools are a threaded chat (with configurable “contribution types”) and a
723customizable graphical discussion tool. Additional specialized tools can be developed thanks
724to the underlying Eclipse RCP component-based architecture: whiteboard, streaming tool,
725etc. Each group uses the services as defined in the script, and learners can see only the
726artifacts created within their group. At the end of each step, the services are frozen, so that all
727the artifacts are then readable, but not modifiable. The collaborative process must be planned
728in advance during the “preparation phase.” The CoFFEE Controller allows the teacher to
729load the lesson plan, configure the services, run the session step-by-step, manage groups and
730latecomers, block and unblock learners and, of course, access each group’s tools –except
731private workspaces—in order to monitor, facilitate or participate in the activities. Scaffolding
732mechanisms are either provided at the run-time environment level (e.g., artifact and process
733history) or embedded into the services (e.g., presence awareness). A second example of
734“multimediator” is Omega+, a generic infrastructure on top of which customized dual
735interaction space environments can be built (Lonchamp 2006). Omega + is implemented
736as a reflective system, that is to say, a system that includes an explicit model of the supported
737activity. Teachers can customize the infrastructure during the “preparation phase” by pro-
738viding a dedicated model. They can also evolve the system during the “use phase,” because
739the behavior of a reflective system depends on the continuously queried model and changes
740as soon as the model is modified. Omega + associates four separate (sub-) models to the
741different facets of collaborative learning activities (Dillenbourg 1999): process model,
742interaction model, artifact model, and “effects model.” The last one specifies how to monitor
743learning sessions for self-regulation and coaching purposes (Lonchamp 2008). Omega +
744kernel provides customizable tools and mechanisms. Some of them are just parameterized
745tools like the whiteboard, the shared text editor, the referencing tool (Lonchamp 2007a), and
746the session history browser ( Q30Lonchamp 2008). Others are model-based, and therefore deeply
747customizable, like the shared diagram editor, the chat tool, the floor control mechanism
748(Lonchamp 2007b), and the interaction monitoring tool (Lonchamp 2008). Table 4

t3:1 Table 3 Co-Lab system of instruments

t3:2 Pragmatic mediation
(experimentation and data collection)

Remote labs (including web cam), simulations,
databases, process coordinator, control tool…

t3:3 Epistemic mediation (modelling for explaining
the events in the experimental space)

Quantitative and qualitative dynamic modelling tool,
graph tool, table tool, html viewer for background
information access…

t3:4 Interpersonal mediation Chat tool, graphical whiteboard.

t3:5 Reflexive mediation Report tool.
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749summarizes the most important instruments of CoFFEE and Omega + with the dominant
750mediation they can be associated with.

751

752Discussion

753The existence of a difference between intended and real usage of artifacts is widely recognized
754and has been studied thoroughly by ergonomists (e.g., De Montmollin 1986). In some domains
755this difference is interpreted negatively because it can create dangers and accidents (Faverge
7561970). At the opposite extreme, Rabardel's theory of instrumental genesis analyzes this difference
757positively, as the fact that “users contribute to the design of artifact uses,” and more generally “are
758actors of the overall design movement,” which is “continued in usage” ( Q31Rabardel 1995a, b).
759By definition, a CSCL artifact conveys some pedagogical intent, which requires that
760learners use it more or less as anticipated by its designers. An inherent tension exists
761between learners who elaborate their own instruments, on the one side, and designers/
762teachers who wish to impose their pedagogical visions, on the other side. A first approach
763to deal with this dilemma is to avoid associating a particular way of using the artifact with
764the pedagogical intent. A “learner-instrumentalizable system” only provides means for
765reaching the objectives and lets the community of learners find its own path. Structures
766emerge over time from situated practice. As discussed in detail below, this orientation is
767highly demanding for both learners and institutions. In a second approach, a particular usage
768is prescribed by designers/teachers and more or less enforced. There are different ways of
769enforcing rules in such “teacher-instrumentalizable systems.” At one extreme, it is done in a
770non-constraining way, for example with a human tutor who recalls the prescriptions and
771ensures, as much as possible, a disciplined usage of the system. An already well-established
772research stream aims at building intelligent agents for playing that role or, at least, for
773assisting human tutors (Magnisalis et al. 2011). At the other extreme, rules are automatically
774enforced. But, many users are reluctant to use such systems, and often find inventive ways to
775circumvent the rules (e.g., use a sentence opener with a contribution of a completely
776different nature). Therefore, researchers are looking for flexible rules and flexible enforce-
777ment mechanisms. For example, the overview in the previous section has revealed the
778growing importance of solutions that support the dynamic adaptation of the system to each
779specific learning process (dynamic instrumentalization). This kind of approach can be quite
780complex, not only at the technical level, but also at the organizational level, as it requires
781remaining to be on the look-out for the emerging practices of the community of learners.

t4:1 Table 4 CoFFEE and Omega + instrument systems

t4:2 Mediation CoFFEE Omega+

t4:3 Pragmatic Model-based process controller Model-based process controller

t4:4 Epistemic Customizable graphical discussion
tool, streaming tool,
co-editor tool…

Model-based diagram editor,
shared text editor, explicit referencing
mechanism…

t4:5 Inter-personal Threaded chat, whiteboard… Model-based textual interaction
controller, whiteboard…

t4:6 Reflexive History of past steps and artifacts,
awareness tool…

Model-based interaction monitoring mechanism,
collaborative session history browser,
awareness mechanisms…
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782The overview also emphasizes the emergence of what can be called “rich instrument
783systems,” that is to say, systems that support all forms of mediation defined in Rabardel’s
784approach. They are classified according to the kind of genesis process they are designed for,
785either as learner-instrumentalizable systems or teacher-instrumentalizable “multimediators”.
786These systems were hardly classified in previous classification schemes based on the types
787of activities they support –“action-oriented,” “text-production-oriented,” “argument-oriented”
788(Dimitracopoulou and Petrou 2005) or the objectives they pursue—“domain-specific support,”
789“peer-interaction support,” “group-formation support” (Magnisalis et al. 2011).
790Moreover, it can be noticed in the overview that solutions supporting the reflexive
791mediation are less mature than those supporting the other forms of mediation. Rich
792learner-instrumentalizable systems might require support for assisting learners in selecting
793and adapting the most appropriate instruments and practices. It is one of the requirements of
794the still-under-development “Science Created by You” project and its SCY-Lab system:
795“pedagogical agents will measure students’ progress and initiate, if appropriate, scaffolding
796by adapting tools and services” (Giemza et al. 2009). Rich teacher-instrumentalizable
797systems might require support for assisting teachers in tutoring multiple small groups
798working concurrently (e.g., Voyiatzaki et al. 2008) and performing the inherently complex
799dynamic instrumentalization activities. Further research is clearly needed in all these
800directions.
801The instrumental perspective also helps us to understand why it is so difficult to analyze
802and evaluate rich CSCL systems. Researchers often report difficulties in performing global
803evaluation studies: “As Co-Lab is a large comprehensive system, evaluation studies have
804had to focus on specific aspects of it, rather than evaluating the whole system” (van
805Joolingen et al. 2005). Fundamentally, what can be evaluated is not the artifact, but an
806instrument, and “its significance to a particular user for a particular purpose” ( Q32White 2008).
807In Rabardel’s terminology, the objective of these studies would be to discern and characterize
808the activity schemes that learners elaborate for the collective utilization of the artifact. The
809complexity of understanding these cognitive schemes results not only from their invisibility, but
810also from the way their evolution (instrumentation) is interwoven with changes at the level of
811the supporting artifact (instrumentalization). “The two processes (instrumentation and instru-
812mentalization) contribute jointly, and often in a dialectic manner, to the construction and
813evolution of the instrument” (Béguin and Rabardel 2000). Thus, analysts are in search of
814“cognitive trajectories” more than fixed cognitive schemes. Furthermore, a rich and flexible
815CSCL system can generate a quasi-infinite space of potential instruments in which these
816trajectories are difficult to discern. They result from many individual, social, technical and
817contextual influences. Finally, as emphasized in Overdijk et al. (2008), the schemes or
818trajectories are negotiated among the learners. The results of these negotiations are not easily
819reproducible. For all these reasons, most evaluation studies tend to reduce both the space size
820and the number of influencing factors. In the CSCL field, evaluated systems are generally
821simple in design, poorly customizable, and mainly support collaboration through textual
822interaction that makes negotiation processes explicit (e.g., Cakir et al. 2009). Similarly, studies
823that rely explicitly on Rabardel’s theory also consider simple artifacts, like electronic handheld
824calculators (Guin and Trouche 2002) and spreadsheets (Haspekian 2005), or focus on a single
825elementary task performed within a rich system, such as dragging in a dynamic-geometry
826software system (Restrepo 2008). It is very difficult to go further. Searching for regularities
827among the cognitive trajectories of users would require huge longitudinal studies of complex
828systems. Practically, researchers try to combinemany evaluation techniques, like the developers
829of Beehive for example: “We followed a multi-faceted evaluation approach (…). This approach
830incorporates both quantitative and qualitative methods. These methods include interviews,
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831surveys, focus groups, direct observation, system logs, and software usability analysis” (Turani
832and Calvo 2006). However, much research is still needed for defining strong methodological
833guidelines for evaluating rich CSCL systems.
834At a more general level, Artigue (2002) emphasizes that the importance of instrumental
835genesis is underestimated by educational systems. This may affect both global institutional
836processes and local organizational processes. At the global level, Hakkarainen (2009) argues
837that technology-mediated knowledge building can enhance learning only through “trans-
838formed educational practices”: “Whenever there is a mismatch between affordances provid-
839ed by a technology-enhanced learning environment and the participants’ actual activities, the
840process does not produce worthwhile results. When used in conjunction with traditional
841educational practices, the use of Knowledge Forum may actually lead to excessive copying
842of information” (Hakkarainen 2009). Such a deep transformation of the social practices of
843working with knowledge is of primary importance for learner-instrumentalizable systems
844with which learners are expected to build their own sustained collaborative-inquiry processes.
845Teacher-instrumentalizable systems probably have a lower impact on educational practices, as
846they generate only short- instrumented episodes that are less demanding. At the organizational
847level, the instrumental approach emphasizes the importance of the “preparation phase” when
848systems are initially instrumentalized by teachers. Even for simple handheld calculators, Guin
849and Trouche (2002) stress the importance of what they call “instrumental orchestration” that is
850defined as “the intentional and systematic organisation and use of the various artifacts available
851by the teacher” in a given learning situation, in order to “guide students’ instrumental genesis. It
852is partially prepared beforehand (‘preparation phase’) and partially created ‘on the spot’ while
853teaching (‘use phase’)” (Drijvers et al. 2009). In the theoretical model of the “preparation
854phase,” shown in Fig. 6, educational and engineering technologists assist teachers during that
855initial instrumentalization phase. In many countries teachers have never met a technologist. The
856concept of virtual community of practice, previously evoked, can be an effective substitute,
857where online participants (researchers, developers, early adopters) are likely to play a similar
858role. In particular, successful open source systems can benefit from a reactive community of
859developers for quickly solving most technical problems and implementing new ideas. The
860transferability of collaborative-learning situations and scenarios among the members of these
861communities and the transferability of a given learning situation and scenario into practice,
862possibly on different target systems, constitute two other fundamental issues that should also be
863addressed in the near future.

864
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